INTRODUCTION
The use of Native American names and symbols in sports is longstanding, as is the controversy over their use. According to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), calling a sports team the "Braves" may sometimes create a hostile and abusive environment. Other times, the name is acceptable. Specific tribal names have been permitted with approval, while generic names like "Warriors" and "Indians" have been rejected. Feathers are permitted in North Carolina, but not Virginia. The NCAA's attempts to justify these dividing lines have proven to be only one of many problems plaguing its decision to sanction the use of Native American names and images in intercollegiate sports.
The NCAA sparked a storm of controversy with its decision last year to sanction any use of Native American images, nicknames, or symbols by college sports teams. Thirty-three institutions were identified as using such images and nicknames, and each school was asked to complete a "self-evaluation study" to *Professor of Law, Marshall-Wythe School of Law, College of William and Mary.
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VOL.6:1 explain and justify these uses.
1 From that original list, nineteen schools were sanctioned. The NCAA deemed those schools to have "hostile or abusive racial/ethnic/national origin mascots, nicknames, or imagery" and consequently prohibited them from hosting NCAA national championship competitions. At least one school has already experienced the effects of the new policy -the University of Illinois men's tennis team was the only top ranked team denied the chance to play on its home courts for the opening round of the 2006 NCAA men's tennis tournament.
2
In response to both legal threats and public challenges, the NCAA revised its position almost immediately. 3 Having initially branded all Native American references as "hostile and abusive," the NCAA quickly abandoned its bright-line rule and permitted some schools to retain their names and logos while others remained on the list of sanctioned institutions. The resulting maze of contradictions has become increasingly indefensible. Sustained scrutiny raises questions about the NCAA's authority to adopt such a policy under the NCAA Constitution, about the NCAA's ability to define and apply its own standard, and -finally-about the NCAA's decision to impose sanctions on an issue of illdefined moral judgment while eschewing a similarly aggressive approach for institutions which violate federal gender equity mandates.
At the outset, let me emphasize that I take no stand on the use of Native American nicknames or imagery in sports. I do not intend to resolve the debate about whether the use of Native American imagery or nicknames should or should not be allowed at all or only under specified conditions, such as tribal approval. This discussion offers no defense of these names or symbols; on the contrary, there is substantial evidence that many Native Americans find such VOL.6:1 merchandise. 10 Similarly, the name "Indians," used for almost a century by Cleveland's major league baseball team, reportedly was selected to honor Louis Sockalexis, the first Native American to play major league baseball.
11 While the Redskins may claim the most objectionable of the Native American names, the Cleveland Indians are best known in this controversy for the most objectionable logo, Chief Wahoo-a grinning Indian face caricature with a feather and bright red face in use since 1948 (illustrated below). 12 In what was perhaps the first lawsuit to challenge the use of Native American names, the Cleveland Indian Center sued the Cleveland Indians baseball team in 1972 for "group libel," primarily challenging the use of Chief Wahoo.
13
The action later settled, and the Cleveland Indians continue to use the name and Chief Wahoo logo (although the "live" mascot dressed as Chief Wahoo has since been retired).
14
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The Atlanta Braves, another major league baseball team, acquired its name early in the last century as a tribute to the "braves" of Tammany Hall -a Committee (MOIC). 25 The Executive Committee's action reportedly was prompted by I) a statement issued by the United States Commission on Civil Rights in 2001 condemning the use of Native American names in sports, 26 2) a letter from President Roy Saigo of St. Cloud State University requesting a NCAA resolution denouncing the use of Native American names, and 3) the Executive Committee's consideration of and response to the continuing use of the confederate flag symbol in some states.
27
In its 2002 report, the MOIC undertook a thorough review of the issue, including an examination of relevant articles and research, surveys distributed to NCAA member institutions using Native American mascots or symbols, and the solicitation of comments from Indian tribes, student-athletes, NCAA members, NCAA groups and committees, and the public. Results from each of these entities, groups, or individuals were reported and discussed. As institutional authority for proposed sanctions, the MOIC pointed to several articles of the NCAA constitution as its authority to address the issues at hand. The most relevant, arguably, is Article 2.2.2, which provides that "It is the responsibility of each member institution to establish and maintain an environment that values cultural diversity and gender equity among its student-athletes and intercollegiate athletics department staff." Subcommittee on Gender and Diversity Issues, which reports to the Executive Committee. For simplicity's sake, however, this discussion will refer only to the MOIC (the body responsible for the study and recommendations) and the Executive Committee (the body taking final action). Nov. 4, 2006) . 29 "For intercollegiate athletics to promote the character development of participants, to enhance the integrity of higher education and to promote civility in society, student-athletes, coaches, and all others associated with these athletics programs and events should adhere to such fundamental values as respect, fairness, civility, honesty and responsibility. These values should be manifest not only in 2.6, 30 speak to principles of sportsmanship and nondiscrimination.
The MOIC catalogued the primary arguments articulated both for and against the use of Native American symbols. As is true in many of the discussions of these issues, the report focused almost exclusively on the admittedly more troubling use of American Indian mascots. Arguments against the use of Native American symbols cited by the MOIC, for example, stated that "mascots are racist," "use of these mascots creates a hostile environment," "mascots give the public a stereotypical and historically incorrect perception of American Indians," "feathers, paint costumes, and dances used by mascots are misappropriations of the feathers, paint, costumes, and dances used by American Indians in religious ceremonies," and "mascots are in clear violation [of campus antidiscrimination policies)."
31
Missing from the report, however, as will be discussed below, is any serious discussion of whether terms like "braves" used without mascots create racist or hostile environments.
Armed with the report and findings of the MOIC, in November, 2004, the Executive Committee approved further inquiry of the thirty-three institutions then using Native American symbols or nicknames. These schools were asked to conduct a "self-evaluation study." Once those evaluations were submitted, the Executive Committee, upon recommendation of the MOIC, was ready to take action. Several institutions (thirteen, to be exact) were removed from the list because they had either never used or had eliminated the use of Native American symbols or nicknames. An additional seven institutions claimed current and historical connections with local Native American communities. The MOIC accepted this justification only for the University of North Carolina at Pembroke (UNC-Pembroke), based on its heritage as a school for Native Americans, its continuing ties with the Native American community, and the significant number of Native American students attending the school. Pembroke thus earned the MOIC's approval for the continued use of the name "Braves" for its sports teams. The MOIC rejected the arguments of the remaining six institutions that the use of Native American symbols or nicknames was intended "to honor Native American culture." 32 athletics participation but also in the broad spectrum of activities affecting the athletics program." I d. at 4. 30 "The Association shall promote an atmosphere of respect for and sensitivity to the dignity of every person. It is the policy of the Association to refrain from discrimination with respect to its governance policies, educational programs, activities and employment policies . The Committee discussed racial/ethnic/national origin references in their intercollegiate athletics programs. Bristow noted that several institutions made changes that adhere to the core values of the NCAA constitution pertaining to cultural diversity, ethical sportsmanship and nondiscrimination. He said that these issues are very complex and that institutions need to retain institutional autonomy to address them.
However, while the NCAA understands institutional autonomy is necessary in order to adhere to the mission of the NCAA, the Association has a duty to address actions and behaviors that are not consistent with core values and principles of the NCAA constitution. Therefore, it is the responsibility of everyone associated with an athletics program and event, including student-athletes, fans and coaches, to maintain an environment that promotes an atmosphere of respect for and sensitivity to the dignity of every person.
(!)There are certain events in intercollegiate athletics, such as NCAA championship Institutions should place an emphasis on understanding and awareness of the negative impact of hostile or abusive symbols, names and imagery. Further, institutions are encouraged to create a greater level of understanding and knowledge of Native American culture. Outreach to Native American tribes, organizations and students or faculty in their local areas is a start. However, further outreach beyond an institution's local area may be necessary in order to obtain a greater understanding and awareness of issues that concern the Native American community. In addition, the Committee recommends initiatives that would educate the membership via public service announcements and posters. It is important to note that the purpose of education and outreach is to provide institutions with an opportunity to disengage from the use of racial/ethnic/national origin mascots, The University of Illinois at Champaign (Fighting Illini) successfully argued that its use of the term "IIlini" is defensible based on it close association with the state name, and the NCAA withdrew its objection to the team name. The University remained on the sanctioned list, however, because of its refusal to discontinue the use of "Chief Illiniwek" as a mascot or the logo of a Native American in headdress.
38 Chief Illiniwek has a long-and the University would contend distinguished -history at Illinois. 39 Nonetheless, the Chief's role has diminished in recent years in response to the protests that continue to challenge the University's use of a Native American mascot, and there are reports that the Chief may be retired at the conclusion of the 2006 football season.
40
The NCAA seems to be standing by its original decision on the use of more generic names unconnected to a specific tribe, such as "Braves" or "Indians." Bradley University, a small university in Peoria, Illinois, has been allowed to retain its nickname of "Braves" after it removed Native American symbols from its logo. According to the NCAA's statement, Bradley "demonstrated its ability to provide an environment that is not hostile or abusive and one that is consistent with the NCAA constitution and commitment to diversity."
42 In addition to the nickname "Braves," the University retained the name "Braves Club" for it athletic fund-raising organization 43 and continues to name recipients of the "Watonga Award" 44 for seniors who combine athletic ability, academic achievement, and community service. 45 The President's statement in response to the NCAA's ruling reinforced the school's intent to honor Native American culture:
"Bradley University has used the Braves name since 1937 and we are pleased that the many generations of Bradley athletes to come will continue to bear that name, representative of the pride and tradition of our University," said Bradley University President Dr. David Broski. "The University will continue to encourage in our student body the qualities of honor, courage, tenacity, loyalty, and endurance associated with the Braves name. Additionally, the University will continue its commitment to encourage our students to learn about and respect ll.A TEAM BY ANY OTHER NAME The NCAA's decision to become involved in the movement to eliminate Native American names and imagery from sports is hardly surprising. Had the Executive Committee limited itself to a statement of opposition or condemnation, the leadership of the NCAA would have simply added itself to the growing list of organizations that continue to pressure both school and professional teams to abandon all Native American references. The decision to formally sanction its members, however, has left the NCAA in an indefensible position that undermines its original goal. First, the Executive Committee has acted in violation of NCAA constitutional authority by usurping its members' explicit right to determine and apply their own policies of nondiscrimination. Second, the Executive Committee has ignored the mandates of both relevant legal doctrine and the terms of its own policy by making no effort to distinguish between "offensive" and "hostile or abusive" practices. Finally, the Executive Committee's policy has lost any meaningful rationale because of the unexplained and enigmatic exceptions granted.
A. Considering NCAA Authority For some institutions, the NCAA Executive Committee's new policy has challenged decades of tradition almost as old as the NCAA itself.
61 One might question the appropriateness of NCAA Executive Committee action on this sensitive question without involvement of the full membership. Article 5.02.1.1 of the NCAA Constitution provides for full membership votes on "dominant provisions" -defined somewhat circularly as "a regulation that applies to all members of the Association and is of sufficient importance that it requires a twothirds vote of all delegates present and voting in a joint session." 62 Nevertheless, the NCAA is an unwieldy group of over I ,000 members and much of the organization's governance power is delegated to the Executive Committee. resolve core issues and other Association-wide matters.
63
The authority of the NCAA governance structure to establish standards and sanctions on the Native American name issue is far more problematic, however. In the Executive Committee minutes of August 4, 2005, adopting the policy, the Committee makes no mention of specific NCAA constitutional authority for its actions; instead, the Committee references "core values and principles of the NCAA constitution" and a general responsibility to create "an atmosphere of respect for sensitivity to the dignity of every person. Article 2.6 contains the NCAA Constitution's "Principle of Nondiscrimination." The MOIC's report quotes this Article as part of its introduction, but omits the final sentence of that provision. Article 2.6 reads in its entirety:
The Association shall promote an atmosphere of respect for sensitiVIty to the dignity of every person. It is the policy of the Association to refrain from discrimination with respect to its governance policies, educational programs, 63 I d. at 28. 64 See Minutes of the National Collegiate Athletic Association Executive Committee, supra note 34. 65 2006-07 NCAA Division I Manual, supra note 28 ("It is the responsibility of each member institution to establish and maintain an environment that values cultural diversity and gender equity among its student-athletes and intercollegiate athletics department staff."). 66 ld. at 4 ("For intercollegiate athletics to promote the character development of participants, to enhance the integrity of higher education and to promote civility in society, student-athletes, coaches, and all others associated with these athletics programs and events should adhere to such fundamental values as respect, fairness, civility, honesty and responsibility. These values should be manifest not only in athletics participation but also in the broad spectrum of activities affecting the athletics program. It is the responsibility of each institution to: (a) Establish policies for sportsmanship and ethical conduct in intercollegiate athletics consistent with the education mission and goals of the institution; and (b) Educate, on a continuing basis, all constituencies about the policies in the Constitution 2.4-(a The MOIC's intentional exclusion of this sentence and any explanation of its inapplicability to the issue in question is puzzling at best and disingenuous at worst. Article 2.6 speaks to the NCAA's internal policy of nondiscrimination and in explicit terms leaves to each member the power "to determine independently" its own institutional policy of nondiscrimination.
70 Surely, such authority includes the right to interpret and apply that policy. Given such a clear reservation of authority to individual NCAA members, one is baffled to understand how the NCAA can claim the power to determine for an institution that a team nickname or feather on a logo constitutes a racially "hostile and abusive" environment. Each school that has been sanctioned by the NCAA has conducted its own self-study (as required by the Executive Committee) 71 and has concluded that its use of names, images, and/or mascots does not violate its own nondiscrimination policy. The NCAA members, through the NCAA Constitution, have prohibited the Executive Committee from enforcing its own contrary views. B. Double Standards: "Hostile and Abusive" or Just "Offensive"?
Even if the NCAA had the power to second-guess its members' individual nondiscrimination policies and applications, the Executive Committee has veered significantly from its own established path in applying a meaningful standard. Although the NCAA's policy, by its terms, applies only to "hostile or abusive" names or logos, the policy has been applied to anything that the Executive Committee considers offensive -which turns out to be all Native American references of any kind. In interpreting and applying its policy, the NCAA thus ignores the boundaries that have been carefully drawn and respected by the 69 2006-07 NCAA Division I Manual, supra note 28, at 4. 70 The discrepancy between these two statements may have been a response to the NCAA's inclusion of"sexual orientation" as part of the Association's own nondiscrimination statement. Unlike the other enumerated categories, such as race and sex, sexual orientation is the only category that is not the subject of federal protective legislation. Many college campuses have struggled over the last two decades with the decision over whether to include protection on the basis of sexual orientation as a matter of institutional policy. Perhaps the original purpose of the last sentence of Article 2.6 was to leave that issue squarely in the hands of each NCAA member. This is, however, speculation by the author. 71 See discussion, supra note 31. sources upon which the Executive Committee has based its actions. The appeals which triggered NCAA action, as well as applicable legal standards, differentiate between the concepts of "offensive" and "hostile or abusive." The NCAA adopts the same distinction but repeatedly fails to apply it.
The NCAA points to two documents as the primary triggers for its initial inquiry and consideration of the Native American issue -the 200 I Statement of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and the March 15, 200 I letter and proposed resolution from President Roy Saigo of St. Cloud State University.
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Both documents condemn the use of Native American names and mascots, yet neither goes so far as to label the practice "hostile and abusive" or unlawful. The Statement of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights describes these practices as "insensitive," "disrespectful and offensive," "inappropriate," and "stereotyping."
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While noting that "some Native American and civil rights advocates maintain that these mascots may violate anti-discrimination laws," no authority is provided. Furthermore, the statement by its own terms is limited to the use of "mascots," not team nicknames, and the Commission itself makes no such claim of unlawfulness. Rather, the Commission urges the elimination of such names and symbols as "offensive." 74 President Saigo's letter and proposed resolution similarly stops short of declaring that any use of Native American names constitutes illegal behavior; rather, his proposed resolution states that the NCAA "will not tolerate any activity that constitutes illegal discrimination" [emphasis added] and "do[es] not condone the use of Native American logos and nicknames."
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Significantly, neither the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights nor President Saigo's proposed resolution attempt to cross the line between condemning offensive behavior and stereotypes and charging unlawful discrimination due to a "hostile environment."
By its own terms, the NCAA's new rule purportedly adopts this distinction between that which is "offensive" and that which is "hostile or abusive." The official policy adopted by the Executive Committee sanctions institutions "with hostile or abusive racial/ethnic/national origin mascots, nicknames, or imagery."
76
In its press release announcing the new rules for NCAA Championships, the Executive Committee uses the terms "hostile" and "abusive" no less than eight times. The NCAA's references to "case law," "civil cases" and court rulings confirm the Executive Committee's apparent attempt to conform its policy to a legal standard of "hostile environment." Federal law squarely prohibits virtually all NCAA members from discriminating on the basis of race under the strictures of Title Vl 79 and/or the Fourteenth Amendment, which governs public agencies.
There is also little question that Title VI prohibitions would provide legal redress for a hostile environment based on race created by the institution.
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The legal concept of "hostile environment" is perhaps best developed in sexual harassment precedent. In assessing the existence of a "hostile work environment," courts repeatedly refuse to impose liability when the conduct could only be considered "rude" or "offensive."
88 Even racial slurs are inadequate to justify a claim of a racial and hostile environment unless pervasive and regularly directed at the plaintiff.
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Although many would agree that the use of Native American names and symbols in the context of sports may be offensive and demeaning, arguing that the practice meets the adopted legal standard of hostile environment seems an insurmountable task. The Justice Department has implicitly considered this dividing line in the American Indian woman," 91 some Native American communities define the word as "whore" or a derogatory reference to female genitalia. 92 The Department notified the school of its intent to determine if these actions created a "racially hostile environment." Rather than devote its limited resources to the investigation, the school board voted to eliminate the "Squaw" nickname shortly afterwards.
93
The Justice Department immediately announced its withdrawal, apparently unconcerned (at least legally) with the "Warriors" nickname-which the school continues to use.
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Having justified its new policy as an adaptation of legal standards, the NCAA proceeds to ignore that standard entirely in the policy's application. First, the NCAA makes no operational distinction between "offensive" and "hostile or abusive." In contrast to the boundaries acknowledged by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, President Saigo, the courts, and its own policy, the Executive Committee avoids any difficult line drawing altogether. Rather, the Committee effectively concludes that any use of Native American names or images is inherently "hostile or abusive." Thus, all colleges and universities retaining Native American names of any kind were sanctioned in the policy's initial application. In spite of initial reliance on the legal standard of "hostile environment," the NCAA has avoided any attempt to adhere to that standard in the application of its policy. Nor has the NCAA explained any of its decisions in terms of the line between offensive and hostile. One may suspect that the NCAA avoids such language because of the absence of any cases which would or could support and justify its conclusions. If the use of "Braves" or "Indians" as a team name were, indeed, "hostile and abusive" race discrimination as the NCAA claims, 96 surely at least one court would have already banned the practice under Title VI. None have. In spite of this well-established body of law, no court has ever found an educational institution liable for hostile environment race discrimination based on a Native American team name, mascot or logo.
Without the use of a mascot -the target of the most ardent charges of hostility and racism -a nickname alone seems unlikely to rise above the "offensive" threshold that the courts have established. Even the research that the MOIC collected for its position offers little support for the proposition that the use of nicknames in isolation creates a hostile environment. The MOIC's initial report makes a respectable case that the use of Native American mascots may be demeaning and even racist, but the MOIC and Executive Committee make an unsupported leap to conclude that all nicknames and symbols are equally reprehensible. In making that leap, the NCAA has left behind both the terms of its own policy and the legal grounding it claims to embrace. One may well be offended by calling a team "Braves" or using a couple of feathers, but labeling such practices "hostile and abusive" strains the standard beyond the breaking point.
C. More Double Standards: Trying to Make Sense of the NCAA's Policy Exemptions
The NCAA might have retained the high ground on principle, if not legality, had it remained steadfast in its initial decision to sanction the use of any Native American names, mascots or references in intercollegiate sports. Even at the time of its initial announcement, however, an exception was made for UNCPembroke, based on its history as a school established for Native Americans. Later exceptions were added, as various universities appealed and threatened litigation.
All good intentions of consistency and rationality have now evaporated.
96 While I make no claim to exhaustive research, I found only one scholarly assertion that the use of any Native American term or tribe name in this context is inherently hostile and abusive on its face.
This particular commentator compares the use of Native American nicknames to the most despicable racial epithet, n __ . See Note, A Public Accommodations Challenge, supra note 81, at 911-12.
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While the Executive Committee's initial exemption for the UNC-Pembroke Braves is superficially appealing, closer examination reveals inherent inconsistencies that undermine the new policy. UNC-Pembroke was founded as a school for Native Americans and it retains close ties with the Native American community. Native American students also comprise twenty percent of the student body, far higher than the national average of less than one percent.
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While UNC-Pembroke can certainly claim historical status as a Native American school, that status no longer defines the university. A perusal of the UNCPembroke Web site finds no reference to this connection unless the browser specifically links to the history of the institution. For the casual observer (or sports fan or opponent), there is nothing that signals this historical connection. To all but those who are well versed in the school's origins, the UNC-Pembroke Braves appear to be no different from the Braves of Alcorn State or Chowan University. If the nickname "Braves" is offensive at those institutions, why would a Native American not be equally offended with UNC-Pembroke's actions, at least without a history lesson of explanation?
Compounding the mystery of its decisions and the process, the NCAA later decided that Bradley University could also use "Braves" even without the historical link ofUNC-Pembroke. The Executive Committee provided no details about what made Bradley University's use of a Native American nickname acceptable while Chowan University was sanctioned for the same name. 98 One distinction is that Chowan University chose not to appeal, while Bradley did. Perhaps Chowan would have been equally successful, but that is surely not a defensible distinction between the treatment of the two schools. Perhaps there are other factual distinctions between the two cases but, without elaboration by the NCAA, it is impossible for an institution to evaluate its own position. In cases of specific tribe names, the Executive Committee quickly reversed course. Within a matter of weeks after announcing its new policy, the Executive Committee reversed its decision to sanction Florida State University. This rapid 102 Given the NCAA's conclusion that simply the names "Braves" and "Indians" (or a couple of feathers) are "hostile and abusive" to Native Americans generally, it seems impossible to distinguish the Florida State Seminoles -regardless of the "approval" of one tribe's leadership. With respect to those schools that have the ability to obtain tribe approval, the NCAA has withdrawn its objection, perhaps because of second thoughts about whether the NCAA can reasonably object to practices authorized by the "injured" party, and fueled by threats of litigation. This decision leads to the arguably counter-intuitive result that those schools referencing specific Native American tribes may be free to continue that use while those schools using more generic names like "Braves" are punished because there can be no "permission" granted by a particular tribe. In terms of how the broader community of Native Americans may be perceived as a result of these nicknames or may be offended by the practice, there seems to be little difference between the two.
FSU Seminoles Logo
Similarly, it is also unclear how or when the casual fan would understand the difference, between the "hostile" use of "Sioux" by the University of North Dakota and the accepted use of "Chippewas" by Central Michigan State. There are also the "good" Braves of Bradley University and the "bad" Braves of Alcorn State. When hearing the latest reports on ESPN or reading about recent games, there are no readily available footnotes to assure the viewer or the reader that the NCAA has found one use "hostile" and the other use acceptable.
In an odd twist of logic, the NCAA has sometimes justified its sanction by the potential for a hostile and abusive environment, rather than the existence of a hostile and abusive environment. In concluding that the University of Illinois would remain on the sanctioned list because of Chief Illiniwek, for example, the NCAA referred to the institution's logo/mascot as "offensive and insulting"-not "hostile and abusive."
104
The name and mascot were sanctioned, however, because such images create an environment in which "[ f]ans, opponents, and 106 The potential of unlawful harassment has never justified a finding of actual hostile environment under Title VII or Title VI. Why the problem of a potential hostile environment does not apply to the Bradley University Braves, the UNC-Pembroke Braves, the Mississippi College Choctaws, or the Florida State Seminoles is elusive. Even where there is explicit tribal approval for the use of the name, as in the case of Mississippi College and Florida State, the risk of "hostile or abusive" "behaviors" by fans and opponents seems identical. If an opponent is looking for an offensive way to ridicule the "enemy," it is hard to imagine they would be dissuaded by-or even know about -the tribal approval of the name in question. If the NCAA is truly concerned about the potentially hostile environment created by such names and images, tribal approval is irrelevant.
Then there are the feathers. Chowan University bowed to NCAA pressure to eliminate the use of "Braves" as a nickname but remained steadfast in its Native American references. As noted, the school chose "Hawks" as a symbol revered by Native American culture and added feathers to its logo to enhance the connection. The "Braves Club" and "Braves Beat" remain in place to solidify the package.
107 Apparently the NCAA was untroubled by any of this, as Chowan University has been officially removed from the list of sanctioned institutions. At the same time, the College of William and Mary remained on the list because of two feathers attached to the school's initials. The NCAA's resulting patchwork of positions and decisions leaves one puzzling over the logic and common sense that seems to have gone missing somewhere along the way. Regardless of its authority to ban all Native American names and symbols, the NCAA has lost all hope of legitimacy when it undertook to differentiate between "good" and "bad" uses. A standard ceases to be one when its applications are incapable of understanding or explanation.
D. More Double Standards: A Final Irony or Two
Notwithstanding the NCAA's strong language denouncing Native American symbols and demeaning cultural stereotypes, the Association might be accused of selectivity in its choice of principles. As noted by one commentator, the NCAA's deep concern for Native American symbols and names apparently does VOL.6: I active member schools 114 ), the MOIC discussed at length the ways in mascots can stereotype, misrepresent and denigrate Native Americans. One might raise the same issues about the far more common phenomenon of the dance team. Dance teams typically include only females who perform various routines during breaks or half time at sporting events. Costumes are usually skin-tight, exposing midriffs, cleavage or both.
115
Dances or moves might reasonably be characterized as sexually provocative in some instances. Such entertainment, usually sponsored by university athletic departments, perpetuates gender stereotypes with far more frequency than the racial stereotypes that may be evoked by the few remaining Native American nicknames. Indeed, some might find this "entertainment" offensive and demeaning to women, yet few are likely to argue that a dance team creates a hostile environment. The use of Native American names and symbols in sports is an issue that deserves analysis and consideration by the NCAA -the organization that controls most aspects of intercollegiate athletics. The NCAA's decision to address the issue is to be applauded, but the resulting mess, if not embarrassment, for the organization leaves one questioning the wisdom of the NCAA's tactics. Had the Executive Committee followed President Saigo's original proposal of a resolution condemning the practice and urging all schools to reconsider the issue, the results may have been much the same. Many of the thirty-three schools using Native American references at that time might have willingly joined the hundreds of schools that have voluntarily chosen to abandon these references in response to growing criticism. For those who have also focused their attention on gender equity issues in college athletics, one might question why concerns about sex discrimination have failed to move the Executive Committee to act with equal resolve.
114 According to the NCAA website, there are 1,024 active member schools. http://www2.ncaa.org/about_ncaa/membership/ (last visited Sept. 20, 2006) . 115 See. e.g., a photograph of the Florida State Golden Girls (the Florida State University dance team) at http://seminoles.collegesports.com/trads/fsu-trads-goldgirls.html (last visited Sept. 20, 2006) . 116 I use this term with full awareness of its derogatory meaning for many Native Americans (see supra note 92 and accompanying text). I believe it is appropriate in this context because of the inherent snub in the NCAA's decision to pursue the issue of Native American names in sports with institutional sanctions, while leaving to a federal agency the enforcement of gender equity principles. 117 See http://www.ausbcomp.com/-bbott/cowley/Oldnews/PAPERS/NEWSPAPE.HTM (last visited Sept. 20, 2006) .
Title IX,
118 enacted almost thirty-five years ago, prohibits sex discrimination by an institution that receives federal funds -a criterion that encompasses virtually all NCAA members. Applying the concept of sex discrimination in the context of sex-segregated sports has been a long-standing challenge. Nonetheless, with enforcement authority delegated to the Office for Civil Rights in the Department of Education, significant guidance is available in the form of agency regulations, policy interpretations, and numerous judicial opinions. An in-depth discussion of Title IX's parameters and mandates is beyond the scope of this article but is readily available in articles by numerous other commentators.
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The NCAA's demonstrated concern for gender equity is evident in various committees and reports, 120 as well as the inclusion of gender equity in the NCAA certification process.
121
Yet at no point has the NCAA suggested that an institution's failure to comply with Title IX would have any consequences, such as being barred from hosting NCAA championships. Even when a federal court has made a definitive legal finding that a university is in violation of Title IX,
122
the NCAA has made no move to punish the school in any way.
Although gender equity is a consideration in the NCAA certification process, 123 the NCAA explicitly disavows any attempt to ascertain Title IX compliance:
It is critical to note that the [NCAA Certification] committee will not be evaluating, nor training peer reviewers to evaluate, whether an institution is in legal compliance with Title IX areas, rather, it and peer reviewers will be evaluating the institution in terms of whether the school has thoroughly addressed its standing in each Title IX area. 123 The ten-year certification cycle seems far too long to provide any serious ongoing enforcement.
Having participated in two NCAA certifications at Division I programs. I would also suggest that the NCAA review teams have either too little time or too little expertise (or both) to conduct any serious oversight in this area.
124 See "NCAA Changes in the Certification Cycle," found on the NCAA's official website at http://www l.ncaa.org/membership/membership_svcs/athletics_certification/changes (last visited Sept. 22, 2006) . A similar stance might have been a more dignified approach for the NCAA on the issue of Native American names and symbols. Just as it has included gender equity in NCAA certification, the NCAA could evaluate whether each institution has "thoroughly addressed its standing" on the potentially "hostile and abusive" use of Native American imagery. This would ensure that schools were forced to evaluate the possible negative impact of these names and symbols without having to answer the ultimate question, much in the way the NCAA avoids a determination of an institution's compliance with Title IX. Such an approach would have avoided the odd patchwork of logic and inconsistencies that the NCAA has been forced to accept in the current compromise. redress for a "hostile environment" based on race. The NCAA was unwilling to leave Title VI enforcement authority to OCR when considering the use of Native American names in sports, but it has distanced itselffrom the parallel problem of enforcing gender equity under Title IX. The NCAA's willingness to engage the question of when nicknames like "Braves" and "Indians" are "hostile" or "offensive" undermines any argument that gender equity is not the NCAA's responsibility. Having chosen to impose sanctions for team nicknames (using a standard far removed from applicable legal precedent), the NCAA similarly could choose to develop its own gender equity standards and require member compliance in a comparable fashion. Committing itself to gender equity would not necessarily require the NCAA to engage in the complexities of Title IX analysis. Although Title IX covers a number of aspects of athletic program operations, the most controversial has been the issue of participation opportunities for women. Under OCR's Title IX Policy Interpretation, 127 universities are given three alternatives for Title IX compliance in this area. The first option of proportionality is easily understood and readily applied -the demonstration that women are provided participation opportunities in the same proportion that women are represented in the student body. If women comprise fifty percent of the student population, for example, proportionality is satisfied when fifty percent of the school's student athletes are also women. While the OCR has provided other alternatives for demonstrating compliance with Title IX, the proportionality standard remains a "safe harbor" for establishing equality of participation opportunities.
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(last visited Sept. 22, 2006 71,413 ( 1979) . purporting to explain the regulations it had issued four years earlier. The accommodation requirement of the 1975 regulations was translated into a test offering three alternatives for compliance. First, the institution could offer athletic opportunities "in numbers substantially proportionate to their respective enrollments." In other words, if 50% of the student body at large is female, 50% of the student athletes should be female. Second, the institution could comply by establishing "a history and continuing practice of program expansion which is demonstrably responsive to the developing interest and abilities of that sex." Third, in an option that does little more than restate the original standard, a school may satisfy Title IX by demonstrating that "the interests and abilities of the members of that sex have been fully and effectively accommodated by the present program." I d. at 71,418.
"As a practical matter, these alternatives have been interpreted and applied by the courts in such a way as to leave only the first alternative-proportionality-as a legally viable option. The second alternative ("a history and continuing practice of program expansion") may have
Without delving into a full Title IX review, the NCAA could require as a matter of policy that proportionality be met by all member institutions as a condition of-hosting NCAA championship events or perhaps even participating in post-season competition. The standard is simple and easy to apply, leaving schools with no ambiguities of what is required for compliance. As noted, the standard also places the institution in full compliance with Title IX participation requirements. The NCAA's adoption of a proportionality measure as its own standard for gender equity thus would serve the added function of encouraging all of its members to meet the mandates of federal law. In one simple stroke, the principles of gender equity would be dramatically advanced on both the NCAA/policy and legal fronts.
CONCLUSION
The NCAA's interest in eliminating demeaning or hostile symbols of Native American culture from our intercollegiate athletic arena is a worthy topic of discussion and perhaps even a call for action. Defining what is "hostile and abusive," has proven elusive, however, and the NCAA's decision to cross the line between self-determination by individual schools and coercive mandate by the NCAA Executive Committee is even more troubling. By contrast, failure to demand compliance with Title IX is far less ambiguous. Unlike the question of Native American nicknames, the Title IX arena includes stacks of government regulations and judicial opinions to guide the NCAA on compliance options. 129 Far more concrete than the theoretical legal concept of "hostile environments" created by Native American team nicknames, Title IX is federal law that has been repeatedly applied to the collegiate sports enterprise.
To put the issue in perspective, based on the most recent statistics available from the American Council on Education, Native Americans comprise one percent of the undergraduate emollment in higher education. 130 Women constitute 59 per cent of that group, or over eight million students.
131 Looking only at student athletes, Native Americans represent less than 0.5 percent of NCAA student-athletes, while women represent a much higher percentage of that group. 132 By any calculation, policies or enforcement efforts under Title IX will have far more impact on NCAA members and constituencies than the resources devoted to the handful of schools that use Native American names or symbols. This is not to suggest that concerns of Native American students or communities VOL.6:1 are unimportant or should be ignored. Rather, the issue is why the possibility of race discrimination justifies the threat of NCAA sanctions while the possibility of sex discrimination does not. The issue is why the women continue to be left behind.
